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ABSTRACT

Static 2D images can be turned into interactive media by providing descriptive information that is shown on demand. For
this purpose, two challenges need to be solved. First, appropriate techniques for the storage of descriptive information and its
linkage to the image content are needed. We address this challenge by applying techniques from information hiding, a procedure
we call Illustration Watermarking. In a user study, a new adaptive approach optimized for our application outperformed a
traditional proceeding in terms of quality. The second challenge is to design interaction procedures which support the user in
the exploration of descriptive information. Therefore, concepts are proposed to let the user find and retrieve the embedded data
and its properties. Finally, we present various application scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The power of digital images to communicate informa-
tion can be supplemented by additional descriptive in-
formation which becomes visible on the user’s demand.
For example, descriptions of what is depicted or addi-
tional knowledge about image content, origin, and au-
thor can be provided. Since the auxiliary information
is only displayed on demand, a permanent occlusion of
parts of the image content is avoided. Hence, static im-
ages are turned into media which can be interactively
explored. Two aspects must be considered to realize the
concept of interactive images: the storage of image and
metadata on the one hand and interaction techniques to
explore interactive images on the other hand.

To store images and their auxiliary data, we apply
the concept of Illustration Watermarking introduced in
[S+03]. It enables a compact storage of image and
metadata within one file that can easily be distributed.
Since the metadata is integrated into the image content,
the file size does not depend on the volume of metadata
and common file formats can be used. Thus, the im-
age can still be accessed with common image viewers
although special software might be required to explore
the metadata. As another advantage, various metadata
objects differing in content and type can be specified
and linked to specific components of the image content.
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The term Illustration Watermarking is chosen be-
cause watermarking refers to the invisible encoding of
data within digital media while the data is related to the
content of the media. However, the additional term il-
lustration confines the approach from usual watermark-
ing applications which provide copyright information
or ensure data origin authenticity since this does not
apply for our application scenario. In interactive im-
ages, the auxiliary information is commonly accessible
and provides additional value for both the author and
the user. Hence, aspects such as security and robust-
ness are neglected. Illustration Watermarking focuses,
instead, on techniques to embed a significant amount
of data (high capacity). Further important aspects are
to avoid perceivable modifications of the image content
(imperceptibility), to enable watermark recovery with-
out the original image (blind detection), and to embed
the watermark message locally (content-based).

A second important topic besides storage is the de-
sign of user interaction techniques to explore interac-
tive images, since the user should easily identify which
image objects are augmented. Additional information,
such as the type of metadata (e.g., texts or images), can
guide the user to information he is interested in. For
this purpose two concepts are proposed. The Informa-
tive Cursor extends the known mouse cursor with ar-
rows that point to augmented image regions and encode
properties of these regions. Based on the Magic Lens
concept, the Meta-Previewer provides details about the
metadata that is linked to a focused region as well as
the locations of all augmented regions in the image.

In this paper, we demonstrate how Illustration Wa-
termarking can be used to store descriptive information
within a 2D image. After reviewing related work in
Section 2, we describe a data storage technique which
adapts the amount of embedded data to the image con-



tent and its evaluation in Section 3. In a user study, our
technique outperformed a standard technique in terms
of image quality. Aiming at an easy exploration of em-
bedded metadata, Informative Cursors and the Meta-
Previewer to localize augmented image regions and to
retrieve properties of the metadata are introduced in
Section 4. In Section 5, we present various application
scenarios for Illustration Watermarking, before Section
6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK
The concept to augment images with additional data
is not new. Existing solutions are reviewed in the fol-
lowing, separated into techniques for augmenting either
digital images (Section 2.1) or printed images (Section
2.2). The concepts of information hiding and digital
watermarking are shortly summarized in Section 2.3.

2.1 Storage of image and metadata
In this paragraph, techniques to store a digital image
and its descriptive information are reviewed. Depend-
ing on whether the image and its metadata are included
within the same data file or stored separately, we distin-
guish between integrated and separated data storage.

Regarding integrated data storage, software such as
Macromedia Flash (e.g., [RD04]), Tool-Book (e.g.,
[SS04]), or MS PowerPoint (e.g., [Wem03]) can
be employed to create highly complex interactive
illustrations. The final illustration can then be stored as
a single data file. However, displaying and interacting
with those illustrations requires specific software.

A number of graphics format specifications provide
a certain amount of space for metadata storage. The
graphics file format JPEG2000, for example, allows to
include metadata elements (XML boxes) in JPX files (e.
g., [JTC04, JW04]). Other file formats provide private
tags (TIFF, described in [Ass92]) or private text chunks
(PNG, specified in [SW04]). In the medical domain,
the DICOM standard [Com04]) is widely-used for han-
dling, storing, and transmitting patient-relevant data.

Storing metadata as a sequence of well-confined de-
scriptions focuses on textual information. The Extensi-
ble Markup Language (XML) can be considered as the
most popular standard underlying those descriptions.
Examples are Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [Gro03]
for handling 2D graphics and graphical applications us-
ing XML, or Extensible 3D (X3D) (e.g., [GC04]) as
a 3D file format that facilitates delivering 3D data and
other information. Although descriptive languages fo-
cus on words rather than pixel representations, even
raster graphics can be included in descriptive repre-
sentations (e.g., [AT04]). Since these approaches do
not directly link image objects and their descriptions,
a content-based interactive exploration of images can
hardly be realized. Hence, our approach provides a
close connection between image content and metadata.

Separated data storage refers to techniques that
use individual data files or that represent image and
metadata in database management systems. A simple
example for handling individual data files are Web
pages which include text and image data, and which
were generated using Dynamic HTML (e.g., [Goo02])
or Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language
(SMIL) [Gro05]. These languages do not only allow
to structure the data appropriately, they also provide
concepts for interaction. They include links that point
to separately stored data files. Metadata can also
be regarded as a collection of data items related to
each other. Those data items and their interrelations
can be managed by a database management system
(DBMS) (e.g., [G+02, Hal01]). Employing DBMSs,
the entire data can be efficiently processed. Examples
for DBMSs are DB2, Oracle, or SQL Server.

However, to extract data from DBMS, appropriate
queries have to be carried out. Our approach is to pro-
vide an intuitive image-based information searching.

2.2 Linking media with metadata
Our approach can be classified as digital-only, i.e., the
cover medium as well as the watermark are virtual.
However, several approaches exist that follow the same
idea as ours, namely to enrich a medium with addi-
tional information, but are hybrid: they combine real-
world media and virtual data. Smart Images [Ala00],
for example, are either digital or real and contain visu-
ally imperceptible data such as Web pointers or contact
information. Printouts of digital images which are aug-
mented with metadata are distributed. After scanning,
the encoded data can be extracted from the digital copy.
Intelligent Paper [DC98] refers to a standard sheet of
paper with marks imprinted which can be detected by
specific pointers. When those pointers are connected to
the Web, information specified by the publisher can be
retrieved. Paper++ is a similar approach (e.g., [NS03]).
Different virtual layers arranged on a digital copy of a
printed document include links to objects in a database.
To query the database, a user points at a printed page
with a wand device that reads the page number and the
position from a grid of bar codes printed on the paper.
An alternative to bar codes are DataGlyphs [Hec01].
These are patterns of small strokes whose orientations
represent bits. To extract the data represented by those
strokes, the printed document is recorded before the
encoded information is virtually overlaid on the doc-
ument.

2.3 Information hiding techniques
Digital watermarking is "the practice of hiding a mes-
sage about an image, audio clip, video clip, or other
work of media within that work itself" [C+02]. Since
it is often related to security aspects which does not ap-
ply for our concept of Illustration Watermarking, we



want to refer to the more general term of information
hiding [KP00]. Looking at information hiding for im-
ages, techniques are usually separated by the domain
used for data embedding. A simple approach (intro-
duced in [KM92] and [T+93]) is to replace the least
significant bits in the spatial domain. While the ap-
proach allows to embed comparably large amounts of
data without perceivable image modifications, it lacks
in robustness. Therefore, various techniques have been
derived to embed data in the frequency domain [CW01]
or in the wavelet domain [MU01]. An overview on in-
formation hiding techniques is given in [Z+07].

Similar to our intended application, information hid-
ing has already been used for the annotation of image
objects. The technique presented in [B+02] aims at in-
dexing images to be retrieved from databases. To this
end, two types of watermarks are embedded, one con-
tains segmentation data and the other one contains in-
dexing data. The concept introduced in [R+04] focuses
on providing metadata (short text labels) for specific
image regions. After interactive region selection, the
regions can be augmented with the metadata. In both
approaches, the metadata contained within the image is
limited to indexes or short text labels.

3 ILLUSTRATION WATERMARKING
FOR 2D DIGITAL IMAGES

As our main idea to realize interactive images, an image
is stored along with its metadata by applying techniques
from information hiding. In this section, an adaptive
technique based on the analysis of image features is in-
troduced and evaluated in a user study. We focus on
RGB color images with 24 bits (8 per color component)
per pixel. Due to the requirements of high capacity,
transparency, blind detection, and region-based encod-
ing, we choose an approach based on data embedding
in the pixel’s least significant bits (LSB). A high capac-
ity is expected since those bits of the image data are
replaced which contribute least to the perceived image
content. To extract the metadata from an image, the bits
belonging to the watermark must be identified. As the
number of bits replaced in the pixels’ color components
is fixed in the standard LSB approach, the message can
be reconstructed if the encoded pixels, the size of the
bit stream, and the data type are known. To confine
a watermarked region, its outline pixels are marked by
manipulating the least significant bit of the blue com-
ponent. Bit stream size and data type are stored in a
specific pixel at a prominent location within the region.

3.1 Adaptive Data Embedding
The basic LSB approach performs watermarking inde-
pendently from the image content. An equal number
of bits is replaced in every pixel. But the capacity is
not constant among pixels; it depends on the image fea-

tures. To maximize the capacity, the number of bits re-
placed in pixels should be adapted to the image content.

We introduce a Capacity Map to store the capacity of
every pixel and every color component. To ensure that
the encoded metadata can be extracted from the image,
the capacity maps built from the image must be iden-
tical in the encoding and decoding process. Therefore,
image data used to build the capacity map is separated
from data modified in the encoding process. Our tests
(see Section 3.2) have shown that it is a good choice to
restrict data encoding to the 4 least significant bits of
each color component. Thus, the 4 most significant bits
maintain the original values and are suited for generat-
ing the capacity map. Due to this condition, the maxi-
mum capacity is 12 bits per pixel, 4 in every color com-
ponent. In the following, we describe the analysis of
texture and color to build an image’s capacity map.

The texture of an image has a strong effect on the ca-
pacity. The more homogeneous the texture, the easier
content modifications are visible. Hence, a homogene-
ity measure is required to estimate an image’s capacity.

Droogenbroeck and Delvaux [VD02] introduced an
approach for gray-scale images which computes the ca-
pacity from the entropy of small image blocks. Since
in our approach only the 4 most significant bits of color
components can be used, we adapted the algorithm to
meet this requirement as described in the following.

For every small image block of size 8x8 pixels, the
entropy value is computed from the 4 most signifi-
cant bits of one color component. Given the proba-
bility of occurrence pi = P(F = fi) of each symbol
fi, i = 1, ...,L which can occur, entropy is defined as

ε =−
L

∑
i=1

pi ∗ log pi

The entropy value is compared to thresholds to define
the capacity of a color component for all pixels in the
image block. If the entropy is larger than half the max-
imum entropy, a capacity of 4 bits is assigned. Other-
wise, the entropy is compared to a quarter of the maxi-
mum entropy to assign either 3 or 2 bits as the capacity.
The thresholds are based on informal test results.

For homogeneous regions with all pixels having the
same color value, the entropy is minimal because only
one color value appears in the region. The entropy will
be maximal if all possible values appear equally within
the region - which indicates an inhomogeneous texture.

In homogeneous regions, the capacity computed
from the texture is low. Nevertheless, even homoge-
neous regions can have varying capacities, depending
on the region’s color. However, the widely used RGB
color space is not suited to determine the capacity
since it does not correspond to human color perception.
The distance between the colors before and after data
embedding, given in RGB, cannot be interpreted as the



(a) Green Pattern (b) Flowers (c) Landscape

(d) Green Pattern (e) Flowers (f) Landscape

Figure 1: Image types in the study (a-c) and their capacity maps (d-f): For better representation, values in the
capacity maps have been scaled to a range between 0 and 255, brighter values indicating higher capacities.

perceived distance between the colors. Therefore, the
RGB color space is called non-uniform. To determine
a pixel’s capacity based on its color, uniform color
spaces need to be applied, for example, CIELAB
and CIELUV [Sto03]. These color spaces represent
perceived distances with Euclidean distance values.

A color’s capacity can be described as the maximum
distance to another color in RGB while both colors are
within a defined distance in the uniform color space
and, thus, equally perceived. To define a color’s capac-
ity, the perceived distances to colors which are adjacent
in the RGB color space are computed. The search starts
with the closest colors in RGB. The RGB distance is
increased until a differently perceived color is found.
The maximum distance in RGB to an equally perceived
color is taken as the color’s capacity. Given the require-
ment of blind detection, only the 4 most significant bits
of the color components can be used to compute the ca-
pacity. Hence, the same capacity is assigned to all col-
ors sharing the 4 most significant bits, which are consid-
ered as a color class. We choose the smallest capacity
of all colors within a class as its capacity.

To combine texture and color analysis, both capacity
values are computed for every pixel’s color components
and the higher value is chosen as the capacity.

3.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the results of our adaptive technique, a user
study was conducted with two main intentions. One
was to determine the reliability of computed capacities

by comparing them to evaluated capacities. It was also
examined whether the adaptive approach leads to higher
capacities than the standard LSB technique.

3.2.1 Design and implementation
During the study, participants were asked to detect wa-
termarked regions in images which differed in image
type and encoding technique. Besides, bit streams of
different sizes were encoded to determine the maximum
capacity for a constant image quality.

Three image types with different features were in-
cluded in the study. The image type GreenPattern (Fig-
ure 1a) consists of large homogeneous regions with
only two colors. The capacity (Figure 1d) results from
color information. In contrast, the texture of the im-
age type Flowers (Figure 1b) is very inhomogeneous.
The computed capacity (Figure 1e) mainly results from
texture information. The image type Landscape (Figure
1c) was included to evaluate whether adapting the num-
ber of replaced bits among pixels increases the overall
capacity. Thus, watermarked regions spanned both ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous image regions.

One equally sized and shaped region was water-
marked in every image. Bit streams of different sizes
were encoded in regions with comparable computed
capacities. To compare both techniques, identical
locations were chosen for watermarking if the same
data volume was encoded in one image type.

112 volunteers participated in the study which was
conducted on a standard PC with a high definition TFT
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Figure 2: Results of the user study: For every image type, the number of participants who detected the watermark
is shown for different volumes of encoded data (in bits per pixel). The standard LSB technique is shown in yellow
bars, our adaptive approach in blue bars. The red dashed line indicates the expected visibility threshold.

flat screen. All images were presented for a maximum
of 10 seconds in a random order, one at a time, with the
three image types recurring periodically. The partici-
pants were instructed to mark the watermarked region
with a mouse click which was internally determined to
be within or outside the watermarked region.

3.2.2 Results
The computed capacities from our adaptive approach
were evaluated based on the following assumption: For
encoded data volumes smaller than the capacity, the wa-
termark was expected to be transparent and otherwise
visible. The results (Figure 2) show a coherence be-
tween the expected visibility and the number of detec-
tions (blue bars). For the image types Landscape and
Flowers, none of the participants detected regions ex-
pected to be transparent. A few participants detected
watermarks in the GreenPattern image with bit rates be-
low the visibility threshold. However, the small number
of detections is acceptable since our application aims at
illustrative purposes. Thus, our capacity map is a well-
found basis to encode data within an image without in-
troducing perceptible content modifications.

Comparing the standard to our adaptive approach, a
significant statistical difference in the number of de-
tections was shown for GreenPattern and Landscape.
Watermarks coded with the standard LSB method (yel-
low bars) were more often detected (GreenPattern: 520,
Landscape: 263) than those coded with our adaptive
method (GreenPattern: 415, Landscape: 222).

The adaptive approach has two advantages compared
to the standard approach. First, the capacity of an im-
age region is estimated. In an application scenario,
the amount of embedded descriptive information can
be limited to ensure transparency. Secondly, the adap-
tive distribution of the watermarking stream among the
pixel’s color components leads to a higher capacity es-
pecially if data is embedded in homogeneous regions,
resulting in a capacity of 7 to 8 bits per pixel.

4 EXPLORATION OF METADATA
While in Section 3 technical aspects about metadata
storage were discussed, the user interaction with the
metadata is another important topic. First, the user
needs hints about the - per default hidden - metadata
contained in the image. After the user has requested
metadata, an appropriate layout has to be applied. This
second aspect is not covered in this work.

Considering the first aspect, visual cues are needed to
communicate the existence and the properties of auxil-
iary data. The metadata should be easily detectable and
context occlusion avoided. Also, a clear correlation be-
tween cue and augmented region is necessary. As im-
portant data properties, we consider location and size of
regions being augmented, the kind of metadata that is
used (text, image, sound) as well as the amount of data
and the accordance to the user’s interest. While most of
these properties can be retrieved from the encoded data,
we assume that the accordance to the user’s interest
is externally defined. We introduce two approaches to
support the viewer in the exploration of interactive im-
ages, the Informative Cursor and the Meta-Previewer.

4.1 The Informative Cursor
The prototype of an Informative Cursor is the known
mouse cursor which changes its style to indicate that a
certain action can be performed. Beside showing the
current position, the Informative Cursor utilizes arrows
to lead the user to regions with associated metadata.

Graphical attributes encode the properties of the
metadata, as shown in Figure 3. Two regions have been
annotated. The first region, showing a daisy bloom,
is associated with an image (indicated by the letter
I in the arrowhead). The second region, showing a
dandelion leaf, has corresponding text, as shown by
the letter T. The lengths of the arrows indicate that the
cursor is closer to region 1 in Figure 3a and closer to
region 2 in Figure 3b. According to the thickness of
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Figure 3: Informative Cursors used to provide informa-
tion about annotated image regions. Boundaries of the
closest annotated region have been emphasized.

the arrows, the amount of data associated with the first
region is larger than in the second region. The darker
color of the arrow pointing to the first region stands for
a higher correlation with the user’s interest. The closest
annotated image region is emphasized by a highlighted
contour, so the user can quickly reach the region and
demand the metadata. Once the mouse cursor is over
that region, it changes its shape to a standard cursor.

4.2 Meta-Previewer

The Meta-Previewer displays all annotated regions
of an image by small markers and shows information
about the metadata in a focused region. It follows
the idea of Magic Lenses (e.g., [B+93]) because the
Meta-Previewer is placed in front of the image to dis-
play additional information associated to the covered
image region. It consists of a small rectangular shape
which includes a down-scaled version of the original
image with markers for all annotated image regions,
the focused region is magnified by distortion (compare
with Fisheye Views, e.g., [LA94, CM01, GS03] or
non-linear magnification [KR97]). In addition, a
frame provides further information about the metadata
associated with the focused region.

Two examples are given in Figure 4. In Figure 4a,
the mouse cursor is placed over the dandelion leaf in
the lower image region. Within the Meta-Previewer lo-
cated at the cursor position, the dandelion leaf is mag-
nified, its contour highlighted. The small spheres used
to mark all annotated image regions are visible. The
right bar stands for the accordance to the user’s interest.
The small bars on top show the amount of metadata dif-
ferentiated by type (Text, Image, A for combinations).
For the focused region in Figure 4a, text is provided as
metadata which correlates to the user’s interest. In Fig-
ure 4b, the mouse cursor, and thus the Meta-Previewer,
is moved to a second region. Here, text and image are

(a) (b)

Figure 4: When the Meta-Previewer is moved across
the image, its content is permanently updated. This
includes magnifying the focused region as well as dis-
playing information about its metadata.

given as metadata, but they correlate less with the user’s
interest than the metadata of the first focused region.

5 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
We see several application scenarios for Illustration
Watermarking. Providing a content-based exploration
of images, additional information such as texts and im-
ages can augment specific objects in the image. In Fig-
ure 5a, Illustration Watermarking allows to combine an
image of a liver with a second image that provides a
different view of the liver. Since the resulting image is
still a standard raster graphic, the liver can be displayed
using a standard image viewer. This can be useful
when image previews are generated. Another example
is given in Figure 5b. Here, photographs are linked to
specific regions in a map to show what those places look
like in real life. Illustration Watermarking can also be
used for computer based learning. In Figure 5c, image
objects have been characterized with appropriate terms.
Using a built-in dictionary with translations of basic
terms, the user can switch between object descriptions
in different languages. The examples were generated
with the software tool Smage (http://www.smage.de).

So far we have shown examples with static metadata
which could either be displayed or not. We also see ap-
plication scenarios with metadata content not only ap-
pearing on demand but also changing over time. All
the information required for such application scenar-
ios is stored as Illustration Watermarks. In addition
to the components to be displayed, the metadata also
contains information about how the content is to be an-
imated and how it can be affected by the user. An ex-
ample for a dynamic image is given in Figure 6. The
dynamic components are small arrows that move along
the paths blood takes through the heart. As two advan-
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Figure 5: Example applications for Illustration Watermarking: In the image of a human liver (a), a second image
(top) and text (bottom) are inserted into separated regions. A map (b) is augmented with photographs. In (c), the
names of objects are shown in German and English.

Figure 6: Heart illustration with moving arrows.

tages of animated arrows compared to static ones, they
catch the user’s attention easily and they characterize
the exact paths better than static arrows would. The
second example shown in Figure 7 is a simple game.
The animated components are the apples and the arrow.
The user can adjust the direction of the bow and trigger
shots. The basic goal of the game is to hit each apple
with the arrow before the apple comes off.

6 CONCLUSION
The concept of region-based Illustration Watermarking
for 2D raster images has been proposed in this work.
Two main challenges were addressed. First, a technique
to store and retrieve descriptive information in an image
has been described and evaluated. Approximately 6 bits
per pixel can be embedded without decreasing the im-

Figure 7: Image encoded with a simple game.

age quality. Depending on the image features, also 8
bits per pixel are feasible. Secondly, appropriate in-
teraction techniques have been designed to let the user
interactively explore the descriptive information. The
concept offers a broad variety of application scenarios.

We focused on raster images to store descriptive
information. While, our technique can be used for
widely-used formats like PNG, it is not applicable
to image formats based on lossy image compression,
such as JPEG2000. Since techniques to store metadata
content-based have already been developed for these
formats [Leh07, K+06], we will extend our Illustration
Watermarking framework to process images stored
with lossy compression as well.
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